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Abstract. The vision system provides to a humanoid robot the most
complete information about the environment, having thus visual infor-
mation extraction a great influence in the decision process of interaction
with the environment. It represents one of the most resources consumer
in the system, so it has to be efficiently designed without compromis-
ing the reliability of the provided information. Software implementation
of an accurate vision system is one of the more distinctive elements
in RoboCup competitions, especially in the RoboCup Standard Plat-
form League (Robocup SPL), where normative is becoming more and
more restrictive and no hardware modifications can be made. In embed-
ded control systems, management of the available resources is crucial
to achieve a good performance and get the most from them. Focusing
on the Robocup SPL, Nao robot has the CPU as the main shared and
limited resource and, to a lesser degree, wireless network and memory
should also be considered. In this work, the design of the vision module
and the ability of the Hidalgos Team architecture to cope with limited
resources are presented. The goal is to maximise CPU utilisation by
boosting the capacities of the vision system, while maintaining control
properties such as reactivity and stability. A first strategy emphasises on
reducing resources consumed by the vision system through adaptability
to control requirements. A second strategy focuses on adapting the exe-
cution rates of the modules, and especially of the vision system, to the
available resources.
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1 Introduction

RoboCup 1 is an international scientific initiative with the goal of advancing the
state of the art of intelligent robots. The RoboCup Soccer competitions use the
game of soccer to advance in research goals concerning cooperative multi-robot
and multi-agent systems in dynamic adversarial environments. The proposed
environment promotes the development and improvement on several scientific
areas as robot kinematics and dynamics, computer vision, artificial intelligence,
data fusion, communications, coordination, etc.

RoboCup Soccer competitions are structured in several leagues, among which
the Robocup SPL. In this competition all teams use identical robots, offering
hardware equality between opponents. Software implementation is thus the de-
cisive factor. Additionally to the inherent difficulty, it is added the fact that the
autonomy of the system is supported on a computer with relatively limited re-
sources. From this perspective, the competitions are a good reference for research
in embedded systems real-time control.

All these aspects make the design of an architecture with a good balance
between flexibility, scalability (to easily adapt to changes in the rules of com-
petition or hardware upgrades) and efficient use of resources is crucial in this
application.

Fig. 1. RoboCup Standard Platform League

1 http://www.robocup.org

http://www.robocup.org
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1.1 Related Works

Many of the teams competing in the Robocup SPL maintain a continuous line
of evolution of the vision system trying it improve year after year. Resource
Management in control systems has been a highly contested issue for years, and
remains, in response to the large number of publications that keep coming on
this subject.

Lots of teams use original engineering solutions to improve its capabilities and
then its performance during a Robocup SPL matches. Austin Villa Team[7,2] in
addition to maximising information acquisition through the use of two cameras,
improves object detection with the use of a higher resolution image as well as line
and curve detection and differentiation via robot pose estimation. To optimise
the computational cost, when accessing two neighbouring pixels, burdens the
memory controller only once by retrieving a 32-bit value instead of querying
four 8-bit pixel channel values independently. This retrieves information about
two adjacent pixels together and improves the access time. In other approach the
Portuguese team [11] has developed a reliable implementation of a modular vision
system to be used in colour-coded environments, that achieve a compromise
between complexity and processing times, allowing perform complex algorithms
in real time. In the same line the Greek Team, Kouretes[5], proposes a object
recognition called KVision, performing a light-weight image processing method
for visual object recognition focusing on reliability and efficiency.

Other trend, not achieving a high performing in algorithms but obtaining
good results from the recognition point of view and development. The UChile
Robotics Team[13] implementation runs OpenSurf and OpenCV in the NAO
robot successfully, with these software libraries it is possible to extract local
descriptors in order to identify detected goals (own or opponent).

Resource optimisation techniques are not only applied on Vision system,
RobotViz [1] explains that planning algorithms themselves are costly and thus
hard to use in a demanding online scenario as robotic soccer, previously gener-
ated generic plans are provided to the agent who then can select the best plan
w.r.t. some performance measure out of the set of plans that can be applied to
a situation. As the pre-defined plans take into account multiagent settings it is
possible to select a tactical move for a group of agents where different roles are
assigned to various agents.

1.2 Outline

As outline of this paper: After the introduction section 1.1 describes a review
of related works explaining other Teams solutions to the problem. A description
about the problem is depicted in section 2 . The proposed solution is shown in
section 3 and comment about the obtained results is reported in section 4. The
paper ends with some conclusions about the work.
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2 Framework

2.1 RoboCup Environment

The RoboCup environment is known a priori by participants. Concerning visual
information, the main characteristic is that the objects are colour coded to fa-
cilitate their recognition (goals, ball, field, lines). Hence, colour recognition is
meant to be the initial step in the process of visual interpretation.

Over the years, the normative of the Robocup SPL is becoming more and
more restrictive. A huge change in the environment settings occurred in 2012,
with the removal of the different colouring between own and opponent goals.
That gives to the vision system even more relevance, since robots localisation
relies also on visual information.

2.2 Nao Robot

The Nao humanoid robot, developed by Aldebaran Robotics 2, is the common
platform used in the previously introduced Robocup SPL. This robot is equipped
with several sensors and actuators in order to provide the capability of per-
forming an accurate game play, bearing in mind that the hardware can not be
modified in any way in this league.

Sensory information is provided by two CMOS cameras disposed on the head,
Force Sensitive Sensors (FSR) and two bumpers in the feet, a 3 axis accelerome-
ter, a 1 axis gyroscope and an array of sonar devices integrated inside the chest.

Computational units vary depending on the Nao robot version, but always
based on x86 platform. V3 version is designed with the 32bits processor AMD
Geode 500MHz, 256 MB of RAM and 2GB flash memory, while newer V4 ver-
sion shows a more powerful configuration: Intel Atom Z530 with 1GHz CPU,
1GB RAM and 2GB of flash memory. Ethernet and Wi-Fi interfaces provide
communication capabilities. Regarding the software features, disposes of a em-
bedded Linux in which runs the NAOqi Middleware (NqMW), developed by the
manufacturer, provides a full framework for managing the hardware resources.

2.3 Hidalgos Architecture

This subsection shortly describes the architecture used in Hidalgos team robots[3].
Some of its modules are evolved from the system used by the TeamChaos. The ar-
chitecture is divided into five modules from the viewpoint of logic design, opera-
tion and implementation. Thesemodules have been divided for performing specific
functions within the system. Figure 2 shows an overview of the module organisa-
tion. Thus, the modules are:

– PAM: Perception Module. Provides sensing information internal and exter-
nal to the system.

2 http://www.aldebaran-robotics.com/

http://www.aldebaran-robotics.com/
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– CTRL: Control Module. Manages the robot’s behaviour and team’s strat-
egy.

– GM: Location Module. Performs the location of the robot and the objects
of interest in the world.

– CMD: Interface Module and locomotion. Implements the interface to the
robot management middleware (NqMW) and contains the different engines
of locomotion.

– COMMS: Communication Module. Manages the distribution of informa-
tion among robots as well as outside communications (GameController -
User).

Fig. 2. Hidalgos Architecture Overview

2.4 Vision System Description

The vision system provides to the robot the most complete information about the
environment, whereas other sensor systems are limited to simpler information,
such as distance and forces. Hence, visual information extraction is a crucial
factor in the RoboCup competitions.

Nao is equipped with two on-board CMOS cameras, disposed on the head as
depicted in Fig. 3. The head is attached to the body through two servomotors,
responsible of the pan and tilt movements. These movements allow the robot to
perform visual scans in a big range and gives it the capacity to perform a visual
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(a) Nao V3 (b) Nao V4

Fig. 3. Camera Arrangement

servoing for tracking objects, like the soccer ball, to keep them in its Field Of
View (FOV).

The Nao robot, and specially in its V3 version, offers limited resources that
have to be employed in several tasks, which range from kinematic control to high
level tasks of team coordination. In this way, the vision system, being one of the
most resources consumer in the system, has to be efficiently designed without
compromising the reliability of the provided information. The adaptability of
the vision system to cope with limited resources is explained in more detail in
Section 3.

The process of extracting information from the images is not a direct proce-
dure, since many techniques are involved. Our approach, consisting of the fol-
lowing sequential steps: colour segmentation, blobs characterisation and object
recognition, is described now in this section.

Acquisition. Image acquisition is carried out through the Video For Linux
(V4L) driver, instead of using the mechanisms offered by NqMW, due to its
performance and configuration capabilities. To perform a more efficient game
playing, it has been added a camera management system, which is meant to
provide the image from the desired camera on each instant. That way, three
operating modes are introduced: lower camera, upper camera and camera alter-
nation, which is, in turn, the most used mode because of presenting the largest
coverage area. The mode is determined by the resource manager.

Colour Segmentation. The thresholds used for segmenting colours are defined
during a calibration process. A Look-Up Table (LUT) is built by means of a user
interface to store the range of values that define each colour. Image is acquired
in YUV colour space, but colour ranges are defined in HSV colour space, because
it offers a faster and more accurate calibration. Therefore, a conversion between
YUV and HSV colour space is performed during the calibration process. The
input to the resulting LUT are the YUV values of each pixel in the image and
the output is the corresponding calibrated colour.
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Blobs Formation and Characterisation. Adjacent pixels of the same colour
are grouped forming blobs. Several techniques are designed for blob forming such
as Scale Gait Representation (SGR) or Run Length Encoding (RLE), being the
last one used in this work. This method recognises trails of pixels with the same
colour (runs) in each row of the image to, afterwards, cluster adjacent runs to
form the blobs.

Blobs of the same colour are merged if they are close enough and, then, all
the resulting blobs are characterised with a rectangular bounding box and the
density of pixels surrounded by the bounding box. This information is used on
the recognition step as is presented next.

Recognition. Once the blobs are spotted in the image, a classification of each
one can be performed according to its characteristics. The very first step is to
compute the horizon line for delimiting the bounds of the field. Starting from
the segmented image, the horizon is computed taking into account the pixels
associated with the green colour of the carpet. This line is used for discarding
those elements located above the horizon, avoiding false detection of features
out of the field (people, objects in the room, etc.).

Then, the information extracted from the blobs (size, density of pixels and
bounding box aspect ratio) is used to recognise the desired objects: ball, goals
and lines. The recognition algorithm works better when objects are fully repre-
sented in the image, but it is also prepared to deal with partial representation
and partial occlusions.

Robot recognition is currently under development. It would allow the team to
add advanced skills such as robust obstacle avoidance, opposite goalkeeper local-
isation to shoot at uncovered parts of the goal, and passing between teammates
to improve team performance. All these abilities have to take the positions of
teammates and opponents into account. Different approaches for robot recogni-
tion have been proposed based on: decision tree learning [12], neural networks
[6], Kalman filter [4].

The last step in the recognition process consists of estimating the distance be-
tween the robot and the objects. This step is crucial to establish the environment
model, used thereafter in localisation algorithms and to share information about
global representation of the objects. Distance estimation process is detailed
in [9].

3 Efficient Resource Management

In embedded control systems there are some resources, limited or not, that should
be managed to achieve a good performance. Special mention whether this re-
sources are shared among several components that require the most from them.
Focusing on the Robocup SPL, Nao has the CPU as the main shared and limited
resource. Likewise, but to a lesser degree, wireless network and memory should
also be considered.
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Next, the use of resources by the different modules is analysed and the global
management capacity and strategies about the use of them are presented.

3.1 CPU

Over the Nao’s embedded board, the main processor is the major source of
system’s computational power. It has an initial charge, barely controllable by
the programmer, generated by the resident operating system (OS) and exclusive
NqMW that manages the robot hardware. Therefore, the ability to manage the
computational load is reduced to the modules that comprise the H-Team control
architecture described above. Not all of these modules are susceptible to modify
its operation, either because it is not possible, or because their influence on
the total load is very poor and an efficient management does not significantly
improve the computation. Therefore, this work mainly focuses on the vision
module that is the major consumer of computing power.

The goal is to maximise CPU utilisation by boosting the capacities of the
vision system, while maintaining control properties such as reactivity and sta-
bility. The equation governing the utilisation of CPU by the periodic tasks of
the control system is shown in equation 1.

U =
CCMD

TCMD
+

CCTRL

TCTRL
+

CPAM

TPAM
+

CGM

TGM
+ . . . (1)

It is intended to maintain constant the CPU utilisation U at around 70%,
which allows proper operation of the OS and NqMW. Therefore, any change in
C (computational time), T (period) or C/T ratio in any of the modules, implies
changes in one or more of the other modules (see section 2.3).

Two premises based on optimisation of the vision system’s execution are de-
fined to optimise overall system’s computation.

– If computing time C of the vision system is reduced and its period T is kept
constant, C/T ratio (i.e. partial CPU utilisation) in any of the remaining
modules can be increased.

– If computing time C of the vision system is reduced, its period T can be
decreased to maintain vision system C/T ratio.

Bearing in mind these premises, the following strategies have been imple-
mented.

A first strategy focuses on reducing resources needed by the vision system
when possible and is classified in two approaches: mission oriented visual inter-
pretation and environment dependent visual interpretation.

Mission Oriented Visual Interpretation. The use of resources is optimised
according to the requirements of the current state of the mission. As the in-
formation needed during a mission is not always the same, we have developed
mechanisms by which image processing and object recognition techniques vary
over time in response to the requirements imposed over the mission.
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In the visual interpretation process, this strategy has been used in several
steps, applying different techniques.

– Selective image processing. The image processing steps are parametrised
to recognise selected objects. The processing time vary drastically depending
on the type and amount of objects to recognise. Depending on the current
state of the mission behaviours module information about different objects
could be required. But in certain circumstances only some of them are re-
quired, thus not being necessary to process the information about the re-
mainder objects.

– Global subsampling + Local zoom. Different image subsampling is ap-
plied depending on the size of the object to recognise and the precision
needed. Optional local zoom could be applied to increase precision. Just as
in the selective processing, if the mission requires a single object, and this
has a small size (ball), the subsampling conditions are adjusted to optimise
the image processing.

Environment Dependent Visual Interpretation. Knowledge of the envi-
ronment and the state of the robot and the game is used to optimise the image
analysis. According to that, the following techniques are used.

– Various cameras processing. The system is prepared to extract informa-
tion from one or both of the two Nao on-board cameras. But depending on
the angle of the robot head, and knowing the dimensions and configuration
of the field, it could be determined when the analysis of the information from
the upper camera does not provide any useful information. Even avoiding
the analysis of many small random blobs from the ceiling.

– Global subsampling. In the same way, Nao’s neck inclination is used as
a guide to the subsampling, since the depth of the image and, consequently,
the size of the objects in the image, depend on that value.

A second strategy focuses on decreasing the vision system period T , once the
resources needed by the vision system have been reduced, to propitiate better
robot reactive response.

Sometimes the circumstances of the game (eg. fine tuning of the ball’s posi-
tion to kick) require a really reactive performance of the control loop, while an
exact localisation, exhaustive movements planning or team coordination are not
needed. In these cases the saving of resources, previously exposed, do not sup-
pose any advantage if vision system period T is kept constant. The possibility
of using a variable period is thus implemented, making the vision system to use
more CPU percentage and loop in a very high rate.

Control Scheduling. Control scheduling techniques could be used to adjust
the period of the threads composing the vision system in the way that images are
acquired and processed as fast as the analysis allows. Thus, if the computing time
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C is maintained as low as possible and the utilisation is kept in a constant value
as proposed above, period T could be really low so control loop, acquisition-
planning-action, would have a higher reactivity.

Multirate Estimation of the Relative Position of the Objects. In several
cases, vision system sampling rate may be much slower than the control rate, so
the visual information in the control loop is often quite old. To overcome this
problem, multi-rate approaches [8,10] can be used instead, where the aim is to
reproduce, as ideal behaviour, the high-frequency response.

3.2 Network

During Robocup SPL games the bandwidth that each robot team could use in
inter-communications is limited to 500 kbps. To carry out high-level matches,
robots are required to share large amounts of information, being thus essential
the proper use of the media. Robots use communication with two main objec-
tives: sharing information about the moving objects in the field and collaborating
on group strategy.

Shared Objects and Localisation. By sharing the position of moving objects
in the field, in addition to the current own viewing area, the robots have vir-
tual shared vision zones, expanding the knowledge of the environment around
them. It is important to notice that robots should be reliably located in the
field in order to reference the detected objects to a shared global coordinates
system. Moreover, the location system is fed from the shared information, being
reinforced with successes and invalidated with failures [9].

Team Cooperation. The Robocup SPL matches require robot collaboration
to win games. On one hand, typical fateful game scenarios where all robots are
simultaneously trying to reach the ball would be avoided. On the other hand,
collaboration between robots enables dynamic allocation of roles, which greatly
facilitates team’s strategy.

MessageManagement. Two types of messages are transmitted, one for shared
object positioning and another one with information about team coordination.

Messages related with team coordination, contain very light information and
have fixed size, therefore no adjustment is made on them.

Messages that share information about the environment are more complex,
so management is required to limit the consumed bandwidth. Concretely, the
frequency at which the robots send that information is proportional to the con-
fidence that the robots have on its correctness. In this way, robots better located
and providing more reliable information transmit more messages, helping the
rest to improve their location or even play using that information.
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4 Experimental Results

To demonstrate the suitability of the adopted architecture, two opposite sit-
uations, regarding the amount of resources they require, are here described:
situations where the reactivity of the robot is preferable (cases like goalkeeper
saves) versus situations where more information is needed (robot localisation).
Experiments were carried out with the Nao V4 version.

Table 1 shows the huge computational time reduction to recognise one object
while reducing image resolution by using subsampling techniques.

Table 1. Average of processing times gathered during tests

RESOLUTION
COMPUTATIONAL

TIME (ms)

VGA 20,22

QVGA 7,38

QQVGA 4,23

3QVGA 3,61

4QVGA 3,47

4.1 High Reactivity Use Case

Information from the vision system must be updated in a rate as close as possible
to the control loop. Assuming the goalkeeper is in a correct and well known
position in the field, only information regarding the ball (i.e. relative position to
the robot and its variation) is needed. The proper visual information extraction
would consist of taking the image from one of the cameras and segmenting
only orange pixels (ball) and green pixels (horizon) with an image subsampling
proportional to the distance (i.e. to the size of the ball in the image), thus being
able to recognise the ball bellow the horizon line and to calculate its position
relative to the robot. The high rate of the visual loop would allow the goalkeeper
to take the decision of performing a save much faster.

Mean periods of the modules from different experiments are shown in table
2. PAM period can be reduced to half the acquisition time because of the two
cameras running in parallel at 30 fps.

4.2 High Requirement of Environment Information Use Case

On the other hand, in cases such as robot localisation, much information as pos-
sible must be taken into account. An extreme case would be when the robot is
completely lost, for example, after a goalkeeper save. Hence, images from both
cameras are used to extract lines and landmarks to facilitate the localisation
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Table 2. High reactivity case: minimum PAM mean period achieved

MODULE MEAN PERIOD (ms)

CONTROL 15

CMD 10

PAM 16,67

GM 250

task. Since lines could be quite narrow in the image (i.e. few pixels), no sub-
sampling would be applied. Therefore, working with high resolution images and
segmenting and extracting all the objects in the field of view, would lead to a
much higher vision rate, as shown in table 3.

Table 3. High requirement of environment information case: maximum PAM mean
period achieved

MODULE MEAN PERIOD (ms)

CONTROL 50

CMD 10

PAM 200

GM 250

5 Conclusions

Due to the fact that the vision system represents the most resources consumer
in the Hidalgos Team architecture for Nao robots, the work has been focused on
the design and adaptability of the vision system to achieve a good performance
and get the most from the available resources. In that sense, two strategies have
been followed: the first one emphasises on reducing resources consumed by the
vision system, while the second one focuses on adapting the execution rates
of the modules, and especially of the vision system, to the available resources.
The suitability of the implemented vision module has been exemplified with
diametrically opposed situations, regarding the amount of resources they require.
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